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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF QUADRATIC RESIDUES
AND NONRESIDUES MODULO A PRIME NUMBER

RENÉ PERALTA

Abstract. Let P be a prime number and a\,... ,at be distinct integers

modulo P . Let x be chosen at random with uniform distribution in Z/>, and

let y,; = x + a¡. We prove that the joint distribution of the quadratic characters

of the y i 's deviates from the distribution of independent fair coins by no

more than i(3 + \fP)IP ■ That is, the probability of (y\, ... , yt) matching

any particular quadratic character sequence of length t is in the range (5)' ±

i(3 + VP)/P . We establish the implications of this bound on the number of

occurrences of arbitrary patterns of quadratic residues and nonresidues modulo

P. We then explore the randomness complexity of finding these patterns in

polynomial time. We give (exponentially low) upper bounds for the probability

of failure achievable in polynomial time using, as a source of randomness, no

more than one random number modulo P.

1. Introduction

There is an extensive literature on the distribution of quadratic residues and
nonresidues modulo a prime number. Much of it is dedicated to the question
of how small is the smallest quadratic nonresidue of a prime P congruent to

±1 modulo 8. Gauss published the first nontrivial result on this problem: he
showed that if P is congruent to 1 modulo 8, then the least quadratic nonresidue

is less than 2y/P + 1 (art. 129 in [8]). The best upper bound currently known

is 0(Pa) for any fixed a > l/4y/e and is due to Burgess [5].

Not much is known about the number of occurrences of arbitrary patterns of
quadratic residues and nonresidues among the integers 1, 2, ... , P-l modulo

P. Denote by RN the number of occurrences of a quadratic residue followed

by a nonresidue modulo P. We can similarly denote the number of occur-

rences of any pattern of quadratic residues and nonresidues modulo P. Exact
formulas are known for RR, RN, NR, NN [1] (as expected, these are all

approximately P/4). Upper bounds of the form P/2i + 0(y/P) were obtained

by Davenport [6] for RRR and NNN. In a later work, Davenport obtained
upper bounds of the form P/2' + PCl for all patterns of length t (4 < t < 9)

[7]. For each of these bounds, cr > § (the actual values are not of interest
here, since they will be improved in this work). Even less seems to be known

regarding lower bounds for these quantities. Denote by Rt and Nt the number
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of occurrences of t consecutive quadratic residues and nonresidues, respec-
tively. Brauer, in 1928, showed that for any t and large enough P, both R,

and Nt are greater than 0 (see [4, p. 27]). More recently, Hudson showed that
RRNR > 0 and RNRR > 0 for large enough P [9].

In this paper, some combinatorial implications of Weil's bound on character
sums are explored. Among these is the following result:

Map the integers 0, 1, 2, ... , P - I to a circular arrangement of R's and

N 's according to their quadratic character modulo P (0 follows P - 1 and is

considered a residue). Then the number of occurrences of an arbitrary pattern of

length t of quadratic residues and nonresidues is in the range P/2'±t(3 + \/P).

We next turn to the question of the randomness complexity of finding an

arbitrary pattern of quadratic residues and nonresidues. We give (exponentially

low) upper bounds for the probability of failure achievable in polynomial time

using, as a source of randomness, no more than one random number modulo

P.

2. Notation and a result from algebraic geometry

Following terminology in [3], we call the sequence x + I, X + 2,... , x + t

the "increment sequence" of length t and seed x. Throughout this paper,

• 6 will denote a set of integers,

• f& will denote the polynomial Il/eeC* + 0 >
• P will denote an odd prime number, and

• XP  will denote the quadratic character modulo the prime  P, i.e.,
Xp(x) = x(p~x"il2 modulo P, considered as an integer in {-1, 0, +1} .

We will make use of the inequality

£ xH/eW)
xeZp

< lieiiv7?.

We will refer to this inequality simply as the "Weil bound," since it follows from

a more general theorem due to Weil (see Theorem 2C, p. 43, in [11]). Most of
the results in this paper will follow from the Weil bound and the combinatorial

lemmas of the following section. For notational simplicity the expression log2 P

denotes the integer part of log2 P when it is clear that we are referring to an

integer value.

3. Epsilon independence of random variables

Let S — {A\, ... , Ak) be a set of random variables which can take values

0 or 1. If T is a nonempty subset of S, then XORT denotes the probability

that an odd number of A¡ 's in T is 1. If the A¡ 's are outcomes of a fair coin,

then they are independent random variables if and only if XORj = \ for all
nonempty subsets T of S. We are interested in deviations from this condition

by a factor of e . We say that 5 is a set of e-independent random variables
if XORt is within e of \ for all nonempty subsets T of 5. We will show

that if 5 is a set of e-independent random variables, then the joint distribution

of the variables in S deviates from the joint distribution of independent fair
coins by no more than 2e. In particular, the probability that all A¡ in S are

1 is within 2e of (\)^ .
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For simplicity of notation we identify the symbol A¡ with the event A,■■ = 1.

Thus, oTob(A¡) denotes the probability that A,■ — 1. Let

GT = Prob(f\ieTAl).

Lemma 1. We have XORs = Ewirç5(-2)HrH-IGr.

Proo/. Let a be an atomic event, and let U = {i\a € ^/}. The number

of times the event a is counted in the expression ZL^rc.s(~2)"r"~1(JT is

£'=i"(-2)/_1 ("?")• This is equal to ±(1 - (-l)IMI), which is 0 if \\U\\ is
even and 1 if ||Í7|| is odd. Thus, the atomic events counted are precisely those
which appear in an odd number of A¡ 's.   O

Corollary 1. For all T ç S we have

XORt-   £  (-2)^-xGv   ,
(PÍUCT

where the inclusion U c T is proper.

Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 imply the following lemma.

Lemma2. We have Gs = (j)m[-2'£fiiTçS(-l^XORT].

Proof (by induction on the cardinality of S). The base case \\S\\ = 1 is easily
verifiable. Assume the lemma is true for all proper subsets of S. By corollary

1 we have

XORs-   £ i-2)M-lGu   .
<p±ucs

By the induction hypothesis we may substitute Gi¡ by

_2   £   (-l)^WxORT   .

Substituting and simplifying, we get

£  (-l)^XORT     .
(piTCU

The right side of this equation expands to a linear combination of XORt 's.

In this equation the coefficient of XORs is (-j)"5"-1, which is equal to

-2(5)II5II(-1)II5H, as predicted by the lemma. Thus we need only show that
the coefficients match for proper subsets of S.  Let ct be the coefficient of

im-i

■4)IISH-l

G)
\W\\

Gs-Hi XORs-   £  (~l)m
tpiVCS
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XORt for an arbitrary subset T of S. Then

E (-i)i"i(-i)in
TCUCS

.2(4)^\-i)in","¿,"7«sll-»21l)(-i)^m
ll-IIT-ll-l

= 2^iyi^«s«-£"-1/pi,-lir||V_1)/
2)

= 2(-i)llill(-(-l)WI-ll^ll)

= _2(i)ll5ll(_i)lir|l.   n

Corollary 2. Let eT = XORT - \ ; then

Gs■G)
2

PI
1-2   £  (-lpl£r

Proof. Using Lemma 2, we get

Hill
G* = -2  E (-1)11^X0^

<?¿TCS

-2   E (-l)imiG + «r)

i \ Hill
1-2  £ (-1)"

çijtTÇS

eT D

Up to this point we have not assumed e-independence. Lemmas 1 and 2

apply to any set of binary-valued random variables. Now suppose that S is a

set of e-independent random variables.

Corollary 2 gives us a bound on the probability that all A, e S hold:

Corollary 3. If S is a set of e-independent random variables, then the probability

that all A¡ hold deviates from (j)"5" by no more than 2e.

Proof. Let er be as in Corollary 2 and note that \er\ < £. Then, by Corollary

2,

\GS- "i E (-i)mier

(P^TCS

^(2)        S   l(-l)l|7V|<2e.   D

The notion of e-independence carries to random variables which take any
two distinct values u and v (i.e., not just 0 or 1). In this case, we arbitrarily

label u with "1" and v with "0," with the XOR and negation operators defined
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in the natural way. Note that if we replace any of the A¡ 's by their negation,

then e-independence is preserved. Therefore, the previous corollary implies the

main lemma in this section:

Lemma 3. If S is a set of e-independent random variables, then the joint distri-

bution of the Ai 's deviates from the joint distribution of independent fair coins

by no more than 2e.

4. Quadratic residues and nonresidues modulo a prime number

An element y e Zp is a quadratic residue if XP(y) — I or 0. Otherwise, y

is a quadratic nonresidue. Let x be chosen with uniform distribution in Zp.

Statistical independence among fair coins is, in some sense, lack of structure

in the system comprising the coins. We will show that the quadratic characters
of the integers in the range x + I, ... , x + t are e-independent with e =

t(3 + y/P)/2P. We offer this as an explanation for the observed lack of structure

in the sequence of quadratic character values modulo a prime number.

Theorem 1. Let x be a random number in ZP. Let S = {A¡\0 < i < t} be a
set of random variables such that A¡ takes the value 1 if x + i is a quadratic
nonresidue modulo P and 0 otherwise. Then the A¡ 's are e-independent with

e = t(3 + y/P)/2P.

Proof. Let T be any nonempty subset of S, and O = {i\A¡ e T} . Let X+ be

the number of elements x in ZP such that XP(fQ(x)) = 1, and X~ be the

number of elements such that Xp(fe(x)) = -1. By the Weil bound, and the

fact that X+ + X~ = P - lieil, we have

||8||v^>

Dividing by 2P, we have

E x'(/eW)
xeZp

eii
2\fP

= \X+ -X-\ = \P-\\Q\\-2X-

l__\)m_XZ_
2      2P       P

But X ¡P is the probability that fe(x) evaluates to a quadratic nonresidue.

Therefore this probability deviates from \ by no more than ||0||/2P +

\\Q\\/2\fP. Note that if fe(x) ^ 0, then fe(x) is a nonresidue if and only
if an odd number of A¡ 's is 1. Since the probability that fe(x) = 0 is ||6||/T,
we have that XORp deviates from \ by no more than

l|0|| + M+ UeH _lieii(3 + >/F)
P       2P      2s/P 2P

Since ||8|| < t, the A¡ 's are e-independent with e = t(3 + \[P)/2P.   D

Let b be a vector of R 's and N 's (e.g., b = RNRNRRR). We call such a

vector a "quadratic character sequence." We denote the ith letter of b by b¡.

If x is such that x + i is a quadratic residue if and only if b¡ = R, then we

say that x "induces" b in Zp. We say Zp "contains" the quadratic character

sequence b if some x € ZP induces b.
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Corollary 4. Fix a quadratic character sequence b of length t. Let x be random

in Zp . Then the probability that x induces b is in the range (\)t±t(3+\fP)/P.

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.   D

Corollary 5. Fix a quadratic character sequence b of length t. The number of

occurrences of b in ZP is in the range P(\)1 ± t(3 + \/P~). In particular, if

P(\Y > t(3 + y/P), then the sequence b must occur in Zp.

Corollary 6. Let u<\. Then for all but finitely many primes P, Zp contains

all possible quadratic character sequences of length u log2 P.

Proof. By the previous corollary and the fact that P(j)uXo^p is asymptotically

greater than (3 + y/P) log2 P when u is less than \ .   D

5. The /^-complexity of finding patterns
of residues and nonresidues

There is no known deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for finding

quadratic nonresidues modulo a prime number P (unless the Extended Rie-

mann Hypothesis is assumed, see [2]). If in fact no such algorithm exists, then

there is some amount of randomness inherently necessary to effectively solve

this problem. The following definition has been proposed as one measure of the

amount of randomness needed to solve a search problem in polynomial time

[10].

Definition 1. The p-complexity of a search problem is less than or equal to

p(n) if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm which uses at most n bits
of randomness for each input of size n and solves the problem with failure

probability asymptotically bounded above by p(n).

The next corollary implies that with access to one random number modulo
P, any constant number of nonresidues can be found, with exponentially low

probability of failure, in an interval of length [log2 P\ . Thus the /^-complexity

of this problem is exponentially low.

Corollary 7. Suppose P is prime and k < [log2 P\ ■ Then the probability that
the increment sequence of length [log2 P\ and random seed contains less than
k nonresidues modulo P is bounded above by

log2P^Alog2PJ

^ hy i
Proof. Let A¡ (i = 1... |k>g2.PJ) take the value 1 if x + i is a quadratic
nonresidue modulo P, and 0 otherwise. By Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 the

joint distribution of the A¡ 's differs from independent fair coins by at most

(3 + yfP) [log2 P\ /P. Thus the probability that the increment sequence of length

[log2 P\ contains less than k nonresidues is at most

ne, PÏ^ /ling, P\\

No particular significance is attached to the constant 4 in Corollary 7. The

constant can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by assuming P is large enough.
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Restricting k to 1 in the previous corollary gives us a bound of 41og2 P/yfP

on the />-complexity of finding one nonresidue modulo P. Our next concern

is the /^-complexity of finding specified quadratic character sequences of length
k > 1 modulo P. Given a constant c, we will denote by c+ a constant bigger
than c and by c a constant smaller than c.

Lemma 4. Let P be prime. Let b be a quadratic character sequence of length

k > 1. The p-complexity of finding the sequence b in ZP is bounded above by

(l/jP)d/2)--*:/(4<:-21og2(2t-l))_

Proof. The algorithm is, given random x e Zp, to search for the pattern b in

x+l, x + 2, ... , x + t, where Ms a multiple of k to be quantified below. Let

5g t be the set of strings of R 's and N 's of length t which do not contain b.

We have \B¿ t\ < (2k - l)'lk , since if we divide a string in B¿ t into t/k pieces

of length k, then each piece must be different from b. Let p be the probability

that b does not appear in the quadratic characters oí x+l, x + 2, ... , x + t.
Then by Lemma 3 and Theorem 1,

P<\Bt

2k

for P large enough.

Let t = u log2 P. Then the previous inequality implies

k_    wn062P oë2P)P"\

k_     (u/k)i0è2p l a    fly

where a = (log^/^ - l)))(log2P)(u/k) and b = ({ - u+)log2P. Now, if

k > 1 and u = k/(4k - 21og2(2fe - 1)), then a = (\- u)log2P > b. Thus,

for this value of u, we have p < 2(\)b = 2(l//>)<1/2)-"+. Therefore, p is

asymptotically bounded above by (i/p)(i/2)--*/(4*-2iog2(2*-i)) _   D
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